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the lolita scene is as much about supporting each other and being there for one
another as it is about fashion and dressing, she said. its almost like a sisterhood

between the people who run the stores, eggert said. they get together and they help
each other. it is a kind of sisterhood that i can see between each other. this daughter
of a physics teacher and an english teacher has been fascinated by fashion since she
was little. an expert on the lolita look, lamanna became one of the first celebrities in
the lolita scene after her first appearance in the tokyo lolita fashion festival, in 2006.
her first photos were published on lolitas lament, an online lolita magazine, as well as

being featured in the print magazine larval manifesto . i find lolitas to be the most
beautiful form of women ive ever met, lamanna said. they are always a step above
the rest of society. they are always the most graceful and most elegant. they are

beauties. i think its important for lolita to never forget its roots, lamanna said. lolita is
a term that has been translated from japanese, and lolita is just japanese for cute.

lolita isnt japanese for redhaired or blue-eyed. it isnt japanese for french. its japanese
for cute. the lolita fashions are cute. its cute, its delicate, its elegant, it isnt a rough,
ruff, a way to express yourself. its a way of expressing yourself and where youd like
to be. its the most elegant way to express yourself. it wasnt just after my first ever

lolita show i decided to take more photos of lolitas, lamanna said. i was a pretty
normal person before i started hanging around lolita people. i used to look at lolita

fashions and be like, thats ridiculous, and now ive changed my whole life to do more
of it.
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when i was a loli, we all wore
girl clothes and went to the
dance concerts or romantic
festivals and got married to
men. i really enjoyed that
era, and i now realize that
lolita is a very important

word for a lot of people. i am
not sure what the lolita

movement has done for the
culture, but i think it made us
feel more liberated. without
the lolita fashion, a lot of us
would probably be caught in

the demands of social
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conventions and have a lot
more trouble getting along.
kawamura added that lolitas
are a current phenomenon in

japan, but they have not
existed in our country for

long. she said most japanese
who wear lolita became sick

of it when they were in
middle or high school.

kawamura said that japanese
women were inspired to

follow the lolita style after
they saw the film romeo and
juliet, part of an occassional
pattern in the western world
to adapt stories from their

own past. hernandez began
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to understand the lolita
culture and fashion when she
bought her first lolita outfit.

after that, she began
studying not only how to

lolify her own wardrobe, but
what other lolita fashion

brands were available to her
in the u.s. hernandez also
researched on some of the

reasons why japanese lolitas
find so much power and

satisfaction in their clothes
and fashion. modernized

lolita clothes offer lolitas a
smaller wardrobe to apply to

their daily life that is
necessary in japan. the
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outfits and trends allow them
to juggle school and work

and help them appear full of
life and excitement. young
girls who want to buy lolita
apparel can only be found

online or through the
japanese-owned retailers.
however, eggert said, their

standards are not as high as
americans lolita apparel

brands. many lolita apparel
imports do not meet the
standard, so she advises

lolita fashion fans to buy from
reputable lolitas brands for

the best quality. 5ec8ef588b
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